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Meeting AOS Board Action Points
Date 25'" April 2013
Time 10:00 - 4.00
Location Institution of Highways & Transportation, 119 Britannia Walk,

London. N1 7JE D
Chair/Facilitator: Lvnn Witham
Minute Taker: Vickv Harris
Attendees: David Blake (DB), Gary Osner (GAO), Gary Brierley (GBr), Graham

Brown (GB), Grahame Rose (GR), Philip Hammer (PH), Jo Abbott
(JA), Kevin Watts (lOV), Lynn Witham (LW), Manny Rasores de Toro
(MR), Michelle Banks (MB), Mike Perkins (MP), Simon Renshaw-
Smith (SRS), Keith Banbury (KB), Anjna Patel (AP), Nick Lester
(NL), John McArdle (JMCA), Kelvin Reynolds (KR), Steve Clark
(SRC), Jane Hack (JH), Dave Smith (DS)

Apologies: Patrick Troy, Helen Dolphin, Mike Butler, Amanda Brandon, Paul
Necus

MINUTES
Action

welcome & Apologies
The Chair welcomed all to the meeling and read out the apologies. lt was noted that
additional attendees today were AP in her capacity as BPA President, DS (for the
PR update), NL, JMCA and KB (all in relation to the POPLA agenda item). The Chair
also noted that JMcA would not be able to join the meeting until 2pm so there would
be a slight variation in timing on today's agenda in thal items 6 and 7 would be dealt
with before item 5.

1. MatteB Arising from previous minutes
2.1 Both action points are included in today's agenda.

3.2 This item is included in the agenda.

3.3 SRC confirmed that the meeting took place on 21d March as ananged, and the
trial working relationship between AOS/BVRLA is progressing well with a potential
additional member. The draft Memorandum of Understanding should be ready in the
next couple ofweeks, and it is hoped that the matter can be moved on at the July
AOS Board meeting.

3.4 JH confirmed that further communication had been sent to members in respect
of the fees increase. GAO's action point is covered in agenda item 2.

4.1 This breakdown has now been provided.

6.1 This item is included in the agenda.

6.2 This item is included in the agenda.

10.2 SRS stated that he has located two companies offering legal support which
can cover all UK Courts on an hourly rate. Excel is due to start using this service in

May and SRS will update the Board on progress thereafter with a view to possibly

opening the service up to other AOS members. lt was clarified that the BPA would
not be able to recommend this service to members as this does not accord with our
procurement rules. An alternative would be for the BPA to procure a service which
provides members with legal services and support which could then be notified to all

members. There is nothing of course to stop this information being shared between
AOS members as 'good practice' if Excel's experience is positive. There was a
separale item on the agenda regarding the provision of legal services to approved
ooeralors.

SRS

sRc



2. Open Forum
2.1 BPA Perceptions

A separate paper had been distributed to Board members containing comments
which had been reported to and collated by GAO from some AOS members who
chose to remain anonymous. SRC disagreed with the overall tone of the comments
and provided a list of contradictory commenls from members he has spoken with
during the course of his work.

JH stated that a lot of the negative commenls were unfair and misrepresented, and
that SRC and his team have spent a good deal of time trying to assist AOS memberc
and the matter had to be put into conlen when considering the recenl
implementation of POPLA, for example. In addition, the Operalions Manager role
has been vacant for some time, meaning that the office team were presently under-
resourced. A forthcoming appointment would assist with member support.

There was a lengthy discussion as to a perceived 'abuse of dominant position' by the
BPA currently being the only ATA, and also in respect of the various problems
experienced by members in relation to POPLA, which could be split into
administrative issues and decision issues. lt was agreed that the former appear to
have caused the majority of problems (e.9. delays, lost evidence etc.) whilst the
latter is completely outside the BPA's control as it is an independent service (ii was
subsequently agreed that it would be appropriate to discuss the POPLA-related
issues later in the meeting).

In the absence of specific named operators, SRC agreed to re-make his offer to all
AOS members to discuss any issueVproblems that they may be experiencing (either
by email or other means).

sRc

2.2 DVLA Consumer Forum

GBr suggested that an AOS member should be included in the DVLA Consumer
Forum in order to forge a closer working relationship between the DVLA and the
AOS Board. l(rV confirmed that he would take this idea back with him for
consideration with colleagues at the DVLA.

GBr stated additionally that he considered the BPA/DVLA Focus.Group was not the
most appropriate roule to forge closer relationships, and also that it simply does not
meet often enough to meet AOS requirements.

JH pointed out that of course the DVLA attend AOS Board meetings in an observer
capacity, but may not have the resour@s to attend more frequent focus group
meetings.

JH and KW agreed to look at the situation in relation to frequency of meelings, the
issue of AOS representation and the future of the BPA,/DVLA Focus Group. The
BPA to update AOS Board in a month's time.

It was noted that PT has a meeting with Hugh Evans of the DVLA on 2d May to
discuss the DVLA Consumer Forum.

JH'KW

2.3 DVLA delays causing ANPR PCNS to fall outside of PoFA timeline

GR reported that this issue had been brought up by some clients. IOV stated that
the DVLA is working through requests as fast as it can and lhere is little that can be
done to change the situation.

KR stated that this point has been raised with the DfT in relation to resourcing issues
which are causing problems for both operators and the DVLA itself. lt is part of an
on-going discussion with Dff officials with regard to the practical application of the
Protection of Freedoms Act.



Financial
Key vaiances to Peiod 11 Accounts

SRC ran through the accounts and confirmed that they are in good shape for the end
of Period 1 1 . Period 12 Accounts are due to be audited next week.

Financials

GR asked what is the projected number of appeals this year. SRC stated between
1 1-13k in the first year of trading to 30/09/13, as opposed to the original projected
figure of 23k. SRC stated that the revenues are fixed although some costs are
slightly higher than anticipated. As such, steps are being taken to reduce costs,
such as the amount of time the lead adjudicator spends on cases.

SRS queried why the figures are wrong bearing in mind the projected number of
appeals is roughly half that anticipated. SRC stated that the level of work had been
underestimated and there is still a long way to go.

GR asked whether there was any form of penalty that could be imposed on pOpLA
in view of the problems that were being experienced, however SRb confirmed that
no financial penalty could be imposed as London councils are a public authority and
are not able to accept financial liability.

MP asked whether the BPA would be paying pOpLA the amount originally
estimated, based on the original figures, or whether AOS members would have to
cover a shortfall. SRC stated that the BpA was doing everything it could to drive
down costs and thereby avoid any shortfall.

There was then a discussion regarding the contract with London Councils and the
KPls included within it. KR advEed the Board whirst London councirs is operating
an 'open.book' accounting system it is important to remember lhat BpA Council 

-
undertook "due dirigence" exercise in conjunction with the BpA,s auditors prior to the
establishment of PopLA and a contract being offered to London Councils.

SRC stated that he intends to visit pOpLA and undertake a format audit of the
accounts (hopefully around the end of May) before providing the AOS Board wifh acomplete breakdown of figures at the next board meeting. "

SRC stated that when lhe new membership fee bandings were calculated, a request
for financial information was sent out to a[ memoers in 

-oraeito 
alocate them to the

correct banding. However, some gO _ 90 members have yet to respond with the
requested information and sRc asked forthe Board's assistance in asking them to
do so..There was a suggestion by the Board that such members shoub b6 simply
moved up a band for withholding the requested information. JH stated that this
would not be possible without an. approved policy/process being drawn up, however
it was agreed that a vote should be iat<en to asceriain eoarO iripport for such a
move. The vote was taken and the motion was carried, with one member against.
This issue will be refened to the BpA Executive Board ior discussron.

on Legal Services
jl1,Ti"-ry-'?l llr9ugn rne
pWB, a1d suggested that as time was tihiieO it tne m"eiins, tire matter shoutd be
taken offline, with a request that Board members email JH riitn tneir tnougntV
comments.

JH confirmed that this paper ou ines a number of potential legat servtces and
rerevanr costs and that it would be put out to tender if the Boaid wished to take the
matter further.



It was noted that whilst some larger member organisations already have their own
legal departmenuadvisers, this route could benefit others in that it would ensure
consistent advice and build a body of knowledge for the benefit of all members.

6. DVLA Suspension Principles

7.

The papers for this item were distributed to the Soard by KR two weeks prior to the
meeting as there was a good deal of information to digest and consider. The papers
included the DVLA'S response to 7 key points which had been summarised and put
to them. Following the response, the BpA needs to respond back to the DVLA on
behalf of the AOS members.

IOV stated that regardless of the Suspension principles document itself, the DVLA
has been working to these principles for the last few months. Revisions to the
document are to be made but have not yet been dealt with, and the document itself
is ultimately a guidance tool rather than directions. The principles apply to both
electronic and paper requests.

There was some discussion in relation to ascerlaining at what stage the driver is
deemed as being identified, as interpretation of this cbuld alter down the line. SRC
stated that this is covered in schedule 4 of poFA (i.e. if the operator does not know
whothe driver is then they are enti ed to request ihe informaiion from the DVLA, but
that this cannot be used simply as a checking tool). lt was agreed that in some
instances there is a genuine enor on the part ofthe operator rather than a systemic
problem' l(w stated that there is an element of discretion and that the DVLA do not
want to suspend if it can be avoided.

KR stated that he is.happy to continue dialogue with the DVLA and bring back to the
nex Board, by which time there may be a further reworking ofthe docuirent. KR

lems ror Lreclslon from the

KR

.1 Operator Handbook

KR stated that as there have been a number of concerns in reration to the Handbook
in its current form, and the possibirity of it being avairabre in the pubric domain, it has
been.recommended to replace this with a series of parking practice Notes. ppNs
are already available on a wide range of topics, and I wa;felt that these would be of
more benefit to operators at the present time, who should be encouraged to read
them all. The PPNS would be drawn up over the next three months, tiken to ASAp
I9J 

approval, then brought to theAOS board for finat sign_off as they are devetoped.
It is hoped that the first of these ppNs wi be availablein Juty.

The recommendation was unanimously agreed.

7.2 nQpuseQ r(ewstons to me cocle of practice

5l': flort included a builet point list of items which required updating/amending in
the next version of the cop. KR confirmed that updates wourd irot taki prace m6re
than twice a year, subject to ASAP and Board approval. The Board was asked to
approve the proposed revisions.

The recommendation was unanimousry agreed. A[ proposed amendments wil be
referred to the next ASAP meeting in Jund.

KR apologised for the fact that in Appendix B of the code, the cop was refened to
as version 2013 when in fact it should be 2012 version 2.

KR

T.J ,>\tncuute I ty, A afler a nas been affixed to the car

GAo raised the issue ofwhether a vehicre keeper shourd be alowed the opportunity
to appeal when the driver has been offered an appeal on a ticket placed oi ihe



screen.

SRC stated that as technically the driver and keeper are two different parlies, the
keeper should also have the option to appeal. KR stated that POPLA is an ADR
service which can be used to offset the County Court system, and can be offered or
withdrawn at any time. There was some discussion as to instances where keeper
information is requested from the DVLA but their database is not updated in real-
time. DVLA database accuracy and the impact this has on the Successful
Deployment of the Protection of Freedoms Act and POPLA is part of the ongoing
dialogue between BPA and Dff officials.

It was agreed that the matter should be taken back to ASAP in June and then to the
July AOS Board meeting for further consideralion. In the meantime, SRC agreed to
produce a document sefting out the various options and scenarios.

L stated that the first 6 month report will be launched on 20ti May by the Minister,
I and will include statistics by operator size (small, medium and large). Overall, 4,143
I appeals have been received and the rate is slowly increasing (cunen y 300 -400per week). 2,068 cases have so far been decided, with a 'alio of 53t47 in favour of
the motorist.

NL has examined the decision results from the last couple of weeks. He noled that
there were few vexatious appeals, and that the highest numb€r related to
signage/marking issues. The second highest category of appeals was in relation to
the 'fluttering ticket' scenario, which is almost always refused.

NL stated that he appreciates there are administrative issues and that pOpLA is
cunently expedencing an approximate 5 day delay in its decisions against lhe
timetable. Apologies were offered in relation to earlier issues which ooerators had
experienced, however NL felt that the overall feedback is that things are improving.
Richard Reeve has held meetings with a number of operators, which have proved
useful, and he is happy to hold further meetings with olhers if they are requested.

JMCA stated that there are currenfly 2,000 cases waiting to be decided.

NL went on to report that the main issue has been the wrong resources, not the lever
of resources, and as such the delays are now reducing. pO-pLA is able to process
300 - 400 cases per week but it has also been dealind with the original backlog. As
such lhere will never be less than 5 weeks, worth of inputting, anO i,SOO _ l,gOl0
cases in progress. However, more assessors are curenfly being recruited.

SRS raised the issue of seemingry identicar cases resurting in different outcomes.
NL stated that operators berieve some c€rses are identicar but in fact they are eniirery
dependent upon the evidence submitted by each side. However, if an aisessor
makes an error in law or procedure lhen this would be looked at and learnt from.

sRS wenl on to say that he had recenfly examined a number of Excels cases, and itappeared that in many cases whilst the evidence was in favoui of the operator, ttre 
-

appeal had been granted. NL slated that if an operator his not |.""pono"O to 
"question.asked by th-e appe ant, lhe adjudicatoris quite rilnt to finO in favour oftheapperrant. rt is therefore important to answer aI questionicontained in an appeir.-

ln relation to challengin-g decisions made by pOpLA, SRC stated that he hasobtained some figures from PATAS in rerat'ion to thehia*i,lio some 96% ofchallenges are made by the motorist. The Board was theieiore aoviseo to considercarefully before proposing further work on an .appeal the afpiat,, scenario.

There was some discussion as to operators' perception of popLA and the fact thatthere seems to be ritfle confidence in.view of ihe derays and ;rrors which operatorshave experienced. NL stated that if there appears to 
-be 

a repeated error in



judgment on a matter of principle, this should be taken offline for Michael
Greenslade to consider/address.

SRC stated that this half way point should be used io review the issues and look at
trends etc. in order to try to move ahead.

It was agreed that SRC will set up a meeting with operators in order to discuss
critical issues that have been identified and develop a "principles' document.

sRc

J.Z IAS Govemance Update

KB introduced and ran through the paper. He explained that PT has spoken to Tony
Boucher from the DfT in relation to chairing the IAS Board, as the Minister had

suggested that a senior DfT official could perhaps contribute in an advisory capacity'
howLver he appeared to be distancing himself from this. As such, KB was seeking a

steer from the AOS Board as to how Government should be involved in the selection
and appointment process.

JA stated that she felt the suggestion was that Government could direcl the BPA to a

shortlist of people, but it was important to keep the DfT close to the matter and Tony
Boucher should perhaps be pressed on this. KR noted that both the Minister and
Tony Boucher are relevant to England only, whereas the intention is to try to roll out
the POPLA equivalent all over the UK.

JA stated that she would write back to Norman Baker in an effort to keep the DfT

involved, even if this is just on an informal basis for the time being.

It was also agreed that a final proposal would be submitted to Council at the June

meeting, but papers will be circulated to the Board beforehand

JA

KB

L lmplications of VGS vs HMRC

9.

@company, VCS, had recently been successful in

the Court of Appeal in relation to a dispute over whether VAT could be charged on

PCNS. As such, the treatment of VAT on PCNS will now change, and HMRC is due

to issue a Business Brief to counter the conflicting advice in circulation.

KR stressed that the focus should be placed on getting the Business Brief issued, as

it is not the BPA's place to advise operators in relation to vAT arrangements. all the

BPA can do is ensure that members are aware of the details ofthe Business Brief

when it is produced.

SRS will liaise with the BPA on this mafter as he is awaiting an update from HMRG' sRs

PR Update

DS

DS gave a Powerpoint presentation on recent and current media/Pr< actlvlly'

inchiding Parkex.'He explained that the PR Ofiice would not be attending the

meetingis he wished to put the update in the context of the.BpA's communica ons

stiaGg! as a wnote. Ds confirmed that the pR office have been contracted for a

i1hdl months to provide reactive support, and that a PR tender document would

be circulated in the next couple of weeks for member feedback'

DS confirmed that media updates are now included within the BPA e-newslefter, with

the possibility that this may be rolled out to the AOS e-newsletter'

Clrfirc Flan6r{10.
No pre-notified queslions had been received.

GAO asked why a number of members had left the BPA/AOS' SRC replied that

mjrw of them are former clampers who did not wish to get involved in ticketing,

organisations going out of business, and also two rail operators (who may come



back in the future). All in all, however, good progress is being made in attracting
new members, especially hospitals and universities.

KR stated that DS has drafted a communicalion to Local Authorities to inform them
of the circumstances under which lhey must join the AOS, however this needs to be
checked with the DfT in order to ensure that the interDretation is accurate.

KR

11. Any Other Business
GAO asked whether suppliers to operators should pay a different rate for tre l,AS as
they do not directly use the service. LW stated that this would potentially push up
the_costs to other organisations, however when the next fees discussion takes place
in October this can be considereo.

With regard to how members'money is spent, LW suggested separating the IAS
costs out so that everyone can see what the BpA is committed to provide and what
is being paid for. lt was generally accepted that most negative comments were
directed at POPLA rather than BpA as a service.

KR agreed to expand upon the information already available to members, to clarifi
what members do and do not get for their fees. KR

't2. Next meeting
Thursday, 18' July 2013 - lHT, London


